Tutorials Sheets:
August MONTH
1 Write the conversation between the lady and the author quoting the dialogues.
2 Explain the role of waiter in the story The Luncheon.
3 Describe the personality of the lady.
4 Explain the satire in the story The Luncheon.
5 Give the moral of the story How Much Land does a man Need.
6Describe the role of devil in the story
7Give the character sketch of Pahom in the story.
8Give the character sketch of Mr Behrman.
9Describe the masterpiece of Mr Behrman.
10 Give the moral of the story The Last Leaf.
September month
1 Write the critical appreciation of the poem The Unknown Citizen.
2 Explain the characteristics described by the poet in the poem The Character of
Happy life to lead a happy life.
3Critically analyze the poem No Men are Foreign.
4Explain the poem IF
5 Write a conversation between a student and a teacher.
6Write a paragraph on Swachh Bharat Abhiyan.
7 Write a report on the devastation caused by Earthquake in Nepal.
8. Make a précis of the following passage and give a suitable title:
Health is the most valuable of all earthly possessions. To enjoy good health we
should avoid overeating. We should eat moderately and not swallow whatever we
get. A little food is sufficient for us. Sound sleep comes of a light stomach. Such a
man rises early in the morning.
October month
1 What do you understand by the title of the essay On the Rule of the Road
2 How can you say that Gandhi was a world citizen?
3 Explain in details the merits and demerits of Our Own Civilization.

November Month
1. Conditional Exercise
2. If it rains, I'll wear a raincoat.
type I (probable condition)
type II (improbable condition)
type III (impossible condition)
3. If we had taken enough water, we wouldn't have been thirsty.
type I (probable condition)
type II (improbable condition)
type III (impossible condition)
4. If the children were older, they would go to the party.
type I (probable condition)
type II (improbable condition)
type III (impossible condition)
5. Harry could fly to Helsinki if he had more money.
type I (probable condition)
type II (improbable condition)
type III (impossible condition)
6. If Mark does the washing up, his mother will have more time for him.
7. What would you do if you saw a burglar?
type I (probable condition)
type II (improbable condition)
type III (impossible condition)
8. We might have had a glass of hot chocolate if you had bought some milk.
type I (probable condition)
type II (improbable condition)
type III (impossible condition)
9. If I were you I should keep the secret.
type I (probable condition)
type II (improbable condition)
type III (impossible condition)

10. Ron would understand more if the teacher spoke clearly.
type I (probable condition)
type II (improbable condition)
type III (impossible condition)
11. If Doris had got up earlier, she wouldn't have been late for school.
type I (probable condition)
Tenses
FILL IN THE CORRECT FORM OF THE VERB
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

IT------------------(HURT) TO KNOW WHAT HE SAID.
MY SISTER-------------------(WANT) TO BE A TEACHER.
DOES YOUR MOTHER------------------(COOK) EVERYDAY?
WE ARE TOO LATE.THE TRAIN --------------(LEAVING).
LOOK AT WHAT HE --------------------(DO).
DO YOU NOT UNDERSTAND WHAT I --------------------(SAY)?
MY PARENTS ------------------(NEVER BE) TO LONDON.
OUR BABY---------------(SLEEP) FOR MORE THAN EIGHT HOURS.
YOU-----------------------(NOT EAT) YOUR DINNER YET.
THEY----------------------(VISIT)THEIR PARENTS SINCE THEY SHIFTED OUT.
HIS FRIENDS----------------(WAIT) FOR HIM SINCE SEVEN O’CLOCK.
HE ------------------(EAT) HERE FOR ONE WEEK AND HE IS NOT COMING BACK.
SHE --------------------(CUT) HER FINGER LAST NIGHT.
WE-------------------(GO) FOR A CINEMA AND -------------(COME) HOME LATE.
WHY I ----------------(WAIT) FOR YOU,I FELL SLEEP.
WHEN I -----------------(WALK) HOME, I SAW A DOG BARKING AT THE POSTMAN.
AFTER WE ------------------(SEE) THE MOVIE, WE WENT FOR A RIDE.
THEY ATE THE FOOD THAT I ---------------(BUY)
SHE ------------------(SLEEP) BEFORE SHE WAS WOKEN BY THE LOUD THUNDER.
ANNE----------------(TO REPAIR) HER BIKE NEXT WEEK.

Reported Speech

1. Christopher: "Do you want to dance?"
Christopher asked me if I wanted to dance.

2. Betty: "When did you come?"
Betty wanted to know when I had come.
3. Mark: "Has John arrived?"
Mark asked me if John had arrived.
4. Ronald: "Where does Maria park her car?"
Ronald asked me where Maria parked her car.
5. Elisabeth: "Did you watch the latest film?"
Elisabeth asked me if I had watched the latest film.
6. Mandy: "Can I help you?"
Mandy wanted to know if she could help me.
7. Andrew: "Will Mandy have lunch with Sue?"
Andrew asked me if Mandy would have lunch with Sue.
8. Justin: "What are you doing?"
Justin asked me what I was doing.
9. Frank: "How much pocket money does Lisa get?"
Frank wanted to know how much pocket money Lisa got.
10. Anne: "Must I do the shopping?"
Anne asked if she had to do the shopping.

Active Passive

Sentences in Active and Passive Voice
11. Here are examples of sentences written in both the active voice and the passive
voice, with the active voice sentence appearing first:
12. Harry ate six shrimp at dinner. (active)
At dinner, six shrimp were eaten by Harry. (passive)
13. Beautiful giraffes roam the savannah. (active)
The savannah is roamed by beautiful giraffes. (passive)
14. Sue changed the flat tire. (active)
The flat tire was changed by Sue. (passive)
15. We are going to watch a movie tonight. (active)
A movie is going to be watched by us tonight. (passive)
16. I ran the obstacle course in record time. (active)
The obstacle course was run by me in record time. (passive)
17. The crew paved the entire stretch of highway. (active)
The entire stretch of highway was paved by the crew. (passive)
18. Mom read the novel in one day. (active)
The novel was read by Mom in one day. (passive)

19. The critic wrote a scathing review. (active)
A scathing review was written by the critic. (passive)
20. I will clean the house every Saturday. (active)
The house will be cleaned by me every Saturday. (passive)
21. The staff is required to watch a safety video every year. (active)
A safety video will be watched by the staff every year. (passive)
22. She faxed her application for a new job. (active)
The application for a new job was faxed by her. (passive)
23. Tom painted the entire house. (active)
The entire house was painted by Tom. (passive)
24. The teacher always answers the students’ questions. (active)
The students’ questions are always answered by the teacher. (passive)
25. The choir really enjoys that piece. (active)
That piece is really enjoyed by the choir. (passive)
26. Who taught you to ski? (active)
By whom were you taught to ski? (passive)
27. The forest fire destroyed the whole suburb. (active)
The whole suburb was destroyed by the forest fire. (passive)
28. The two kings are signing the treaty. (active)
The treaty is being signed by the two kings. (passive)
29. The cleaning crew vacuums and dusts the office every night. (active)
Every night the office is vacuumed and dusted by the cleaning crew. (passive)
30. Larry generously donated money to the homeless shelter. (active)
Money was generously donated to the homeless shelter by Larry. (passive)
31. No one responded to my sales ad. (active)
My sales ad was not responded to by anyone. (passive)
32.
33. The wedding planner is making all the reservations. (active)
All the reservations will be made by the wedding planner. (passive)
34. Susan will bake two dozen cupcakes for the bake sale. (active)
For the bake sale, two dozen cookies will be baked by Susan. (passive)
35. The science class viewed the comet. (active)
The comet was viewed by the science class. (passive)
36. Who ate the last cookie? (active)
The last cookie was eaten by whom? (passive)
37. Alex posted the video on Facebook. (active)
The video was posted on Facebook by Alex. (passive)
38. The director will give you instructions. (active)
Instructions will be given to you by the director. (passive)
39. Thousands of tourists view the Grand Canyon every year. (active)
The Grand Canyon is viewed by thousands of tourists every year. (passive)
40. The homeowners remodeled the house to help it sell. (active)
The house was remodeled by the homeowners to help it sell. (passive)
41. The team will celebrate their victory tomorrow. (active)
The victory will be celebrated by the team tomorrow. (passive)
42. The saltwater eventually corroded the metal beams. (active)
The metal beams were eventually corroded by the saltwater. (passive)
43. The kangaroo carried her baby in her pouch. (active)
The baby was carried by the kangaroo in her pouch. (passive)

44. Some people raise sugar cane in Hawaii. (active)
Sugar cane is raised by some people in Hawaii. (passive)
45. These different sentences written in both active voice and passive voice illustrate the
differences.
Modals
December Month:

Choose the correct answer for each gap below, then click the "Check"
button to check your answers.

1. Ted's flight from Amsterdam took more than 11 hours. He

be

exhausted after such a long flight.

2. The book is optional. My professor said we could read it if we needed extra
credit. But we

3. Susan

read it if we don't want to.

hear the speaker because the crowd was cheering so

loudly.

4. The television isn't working. It

5. Kate:

damaged during the move.

hold your breath for more than a minute?

Jack: No, I can't.

6. You

be rich to be a success. Some of the most successful

people I know haven't got a penny to their name.

7. I've redone this math problem at least twenty times, but my answer is wrong
according to the answer key. The answer in the book

be wrong!

8. You

do the job if you didn't speak Japanese fluently.

9. You

worry so much. It doesn't do you any good. Either

you get the job, or you don't. If you don't, just apply for another one.
Eventually, you will find work.

10. You

be kidding! That can't be true.

11. You

leave the table once you have finished your meal and

politely excused yourself.

12. Jenny's engagement ring is enormous! It

13.

a fortune.

we move into the living room? It's more comfortable in there

and there's a beautiful view of the lake.

14. If I had gone white water rafting with my friends, I
down the Colorado River right now.

15. At first, my boss didn't want to hire Sam. But, because I had previously
worked with Sam, I told my boss that he

take another look at his

resume and reconsider him for the position.

16. You

take along some cash. The restaurant may not accept

credit cards.

17. The machine

on by flipping this switch.

18. I can't stand these people - I

get out of here. I'm going to

take off for awhile while you get rid of them.

19. You

forget to pay the rent tomorrow. The landlord is very

strict about paying on time.

20. Do you always have to say the first thing that pops into your
head.

you think once in a while before you speak?

21. Terry and Frank said they would come over right after work, so
they

be here by 6:00.

22. Yesterday, I

cram all day for my French final. I didn't get to

sleep until after midnight.

23. We

no longer suffer the injustice of oppression! Freedom shall

be ours!

24. If I had gone to the University of Miami, I

participated in

their Spanish immersion program.

25. The lamp

be broken. Maybe the light bulb just burned out.

